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16 October 2017 

Luther Luxembourg advises Carlyle on the 
closing of the acquisition of ADB 
SAFEGATE 
Luxembourg – Luther Luxembourg advised the Carlyle Group, a global 
alternative asset manager with USD 170 billion of assets under management, 
in the context of the acquisition of the ADB SAFEGATE group which was 
completed on 3 October 2017.  

Luther which thus supported Carlyle in the corporate and financing structuring 
of this deal with a multi-disciplinary and highly integrated team shows its 
ability to act as a one-stop-shop for Private Equity.  

ADB SAFEGATE, founded in 1920, is a global airport performance solutions 
provider serving more than 2,500 airports across over 175 countries. It has 
more than 900 employees, 4 production facilities in Belgium, Germany, USA 
and China and a software development centre in Austria.  

As announced by ADB SAFEGATE “the change of ownership [further to the 
acquisition by Carlyle], with its strong financial backing, will help ADB 
SAFEGATE to achieve its growth goals. These are being pursued by helping 
airports handle more air traffic with their existing infrastructure through the 
integration of systems for the airfield, gate and tower”. 

The Luther Luxembourg team was led by Selim Souissi (Partner) and included 
Nina Togouna (Senior Associate), Julie Prunier (Associate), Maxime Wagner 
(Associate), Clarisse Vidal (EFB Trainee) (All corporate) as well as Charlotte 
Mortz-Kezic (Associate, Banking, Finance and Capital Markets) 

Brief Profile Luther 

Luther is a leading German commercial law firm that offers comprehensive legal and tax 
services. The full-service law firm employs over 350 lawyers and tax advisors and is 
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represented at 10 German economic centres and at important investment locations and 
financial centres in Europe and Asia with international offices in Brussels, London, 
Luxembourg, Shanghai, Singapore and Yangon. Our clients are medium-sized enterprises and 
large corporations, as well as the public sector. 

Luther works closely with other commercial law firms in all the prevailing jurisdictions 
worldwide. On the Continent, Luther is part of a group of independent leading law firms who 
have worked together for many years on joint cross-border projects. 

Located in the European Union´s premier financial center, Luther Luxembourg offers 
comprehensive legal advisory solutions to multinational corporations, investment funds, 
private equity and financial institutions. 

Luther is a law firm with a business approach: our innovative awareness aspires us to provide 
our clients with customised legal advice that addresses individual needs and delivers the 
greatest possible economic benefit. Our lawyers and tax advisors have a solid understanding 
of interdisciplinary matters and a wealth of experience in collaborating on complex tasks. 
Further information is available at: www.luther-lawfirm.lu 
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